Decipher: An Interactive Visualization Tool for Interpreting Unstructured Design Feedback from Multiple Providers
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ABSTRACT
Feedback from diverse audiences can vary in focus, differ in structure, and contradict each other, making it hard to interpret and act on. While prior work has explored generating quality feedback, our work helps a designer interpret that feedback. Through a formative study with professional designers (N=10), we discovered that the interpretation process includes categorizing feedback, identifying valuable feedback, and prioritizing which feedback to incorporate in a revision. We also found that designers leverage feedback topic and sentiment, and the status of the provider to aid interpretation. Based on the findings, we created a new tool (Decipher) that enables designers to visualize and navigate a collection of feedback using its topic and sentiment structure. In a preliminary evaluation (N=20), we found that Decipher helped users feel less overwhelmed during feedback interpretation tasks and better attend to critical issues and conflicting opinions compared to using a typical document-editing tool.
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INTRODUCTION
In creative work such as design, writing, and music, gathering feedback from a diverse audience is a critical part of the creative process; people with different backgrounds and expertise may perceive the same creative work in different ways. To support this, HCI researchers have developed many new tools and interventions for generating constructive feedback from diverse providers [16, 17, 25, 29]. As a result, high-quality feedback is increasingly easier to create and discover.

However, interpreting and acting on a large collection of feedback received from providers with different backgrounds and opinions remains difficult. Prior work, for example, has shown that novices often fail to improve their work despite making moderate revisions after receiving high-quality feedback [33], even in communities that specialize in feedback exchange [10]. Feedback from diverse audiences may contain contradictions, focus on different topics, and vary widely in structure, making it hard to find emerging patterns, reconcile conflicting ideas, and prioritize revisions.

In this work, we study, design, and implement techniques to mitigate the difficulty of interpreting multiple pieces of feedback in the domain of graphic design. First, through a formative study (N=10), we found that even professional designers find the task of organizing and integrating multiple pieces of feedback into a single project overwhelming and that the feedback is often received in free-form formats (such as through email, PDF annotations, or typed notes taken in face-to-face meetings). We also discovered that experts employ three common strategies to interpret multiple pieces of design feedback: they identify the valuable feedback statements, categorize the statements, and prioritize the issues they find. When
performing these strategies, designers frequently reference the perceived sentiment and topic of the feedback statements, and the status of the provider who wrote those statements.

To demonstrate how the strategies discovered in the formative study could be embodied in a tool, we created Decipher, an interactive visualization tool that partitions written feedback into individual statements and visualizes the topic and sentiment structure of those statements across feedback providers (Figure 1). The visualization is generated using metadata collected through a labeling process. The tool also allows the designer to annotate emergent interpretations of the content so he or she can search and filter those annotations when preparing revision plans. Like other research that aggregates design feedback [33, 41], we leverage visualization to surface patterns in the data and aid sensemaking [7]. However, rather than structuring the feedback generation process to produce the visualizations (e.g., through micro-tasks [41] or by providing pre-authored statements [33]), our work focuses on visualizing the unstructured feedback designers already often receive from multiple sources (e.g., from clients, end users, and colleagues).

To evaluate how a tool like Decipher affects novice interpretation of design feedback, we conducted an exploratory evaluation \((N = 20)\) where the participants used both Decipher and a typical document-editing tool (i.e., Google Docs) to interpret a collection of feedback given to two event marketing flyers. We focus on novices in this first evaluation because we felt novices would have the most to gain from a tool that scaffolds feedback interpretation. Our results show that Decipher helped novices feel less overwhelmed while engaging with the feedback and helped novices better identify critical issues, attend to strengths and weaknesses, and locate specific suggestions in the feedback relative to using the baseline tool. Novices also preferred the use of Decipher over the baseline tool for performing the feedback interpretation tasks.

In this work, we focus on graphic design as an example of a domain where feedback plays a prominent role in the creative process, but imagine the contributions of this work can be generalized to other domains where an individual receives multiple pieces of unstructured feedback for iterating on their creative work, such as in writing, music, or research. We hope to show that the HCI community, as designers of platforms and tools for creative work, can not only facilitate feedback generation but can (and should) create new tools and mechanisms to help creators “decipher” critical insights across feedback from multiple providers [15]. One reason is that novices often lack the requisite domain knowledge for analyzing information sources and translating the feedback into concrete ideas for revising an in-progress solution [6, 21, 38]. This problem will only become more prevalent as people are increasingly able to gather diverse feedback through crowd-based platforms [43].

The HCI community has generally approached these barriers to feedback implementation through two threads of research. One thread has sought to improve feedback quality through interventions such as rubrics [29, 45], examples [25], directed questions [9, 17, 41], templates [11, 20], and pre-authored statements [33]. The other thread has sought to affect how a recipient engages with the feedback received, such as by performing a reflection [4, 44] or coping [40] activity regarding the feedback, or writing an action plan [23]. However, research in both threads has found that creative outcomes may not always improve even when supported with feedback that is considered high-quality [10, 33, 44]. This may due to the fact that the feedback contains differing and possibly conflicting perspectives of a work, as this can increase the cognitive demands of the interpretation task [35]. Making sense of feedback and integrating feedback into revisions typically requires adding structure to the feedback content [14]. Our work extends prior research by identifying the criteria that designers employ to structure feedback and contributing a tool for visualizing and interactively exploring that structure.

**Visualizing feedback and other data**

Information visualization is the process of representing large data sets in a visual and meaningful way so that a user can better identify patterns, communicate messages, and reason about problems [7]. For example, prior work found that people are more likely to agree and respect others’ opinions when they navigated the associated comments via a graphical visualization compared to a textual list view [13]. Visualizations can also facilitate consensus-building for groups [32] and decision-making for individuals while solving programming problems [31]. We propose that representing design feedback in a visualization can similarly help feedback recipients better discover and reason about the patterns present in written feedback.

A key challenge is that design feedback is often ill-structured and highly individualized to the particular project and designer. Prior research has addressed the challenge of aggregating design feedback by structuring the feedback at the time of creation (for example, by asking the providers to write feedback in response to directed questions [9, 41] or select from a discrete set of feedback statements [33]). However, these approaches limit the scope of expressible opinions to those defined by the system creator. In addition, the primary goal of such systems is to convert many novice opinions to a functionally expert one through aggregation and summarization. In contrast, we focus on visualizing equally important and unstructured feedback received from multiple providers (e.g., clients and end users) to facilitate opinion comparisons and pattern finding rather than aggregating micro-task outcomes.

In broader literature on text visualization, there are approaches that extract and visualize attributes such as topic, sentiment, and term frequencies to help users explore text data [22, 30, 34].
Each piece of feedback was about a paragraph long (mean = 94 words). For the study sessions conducted in-person, designers were given physical print-outs of flyers and feedback as well as pens and markers so they could annotate feedback or take notes if they wished. In remote study sessions, flyers and feedback documents were shared through Google Docs, and the designer was asked to share their screen as they interacted with the document. All interviews were recorded and transcribed. Observations of the participant behavior and interview transcripts were analyzed through an iterative open coding approach [37].

Formative Study Results
All designers agreed that the ability to interpret multiple pieces of feedback is a critical skill for their work. They also stated that they often receive feedback from multiple people through various communication channels (e.g., email thread, PDFs annotated with comments, Slack, instant message), which makes it difficult to parse various opinions and devise a plan for revision. To manage the process of interpreting multiple pieces of written feedback, we found that experts employed three strategies: identify, categorize, and prioritize.

Identify
Identify refers to the process of distinguishing which pieces of feedback are credible and valuable enough to be addressed.

Upon receiving feedback, designers described judging the value of a piece of feedback based on its perceived insight with respect to the project’s overall goals and revision timeline. Designers also considered the status of the person who wrote it (if information about the identity of the feedback provider was available). One designer explained:

“The criteria is usually, is this person giving the feedback that he or she is qualified to give? Like I don’t really care if a technical advisor doesn’t like the color of something.”

[P3, F, UX Designer]

Designers also described using self-reflection or asking for further clarification to discern between statements that offer novel insight and those that simply convey the personal preferences of the feedback provider:

“I’ve learned as a designer through practice that oftentimes feedback, especially if it comes from a non-artist, might be based off of a feeling, or they just don’t like it. [...] And that’s an important distinction, I think, because in the art and design, everybody is going to have opinions.”

[P1, M, Creative Director]

Categorize
Categorize refers to the process of organizing feedback into meaningful groups in order to form a high-level view of opinions present in the feedback set.

After identifying the value of each piece of feedback, all designers stated that they maintained a running list of categories to organize feedback content. This list was written down in paper notebooks, Post-it stickers, or stored in software tools (e.g., Evernote, spreadsheets). Some designers recorded feedback verbatim during this organization process, while others

---

FORMATIVE STUDY OF FEEDBACK INTERPRETATION
To understand the strategies that experts use to interpret and act on feedback received from multiple providers for a design, we conducted interviews with ten professional designers (six female) recruited through email distribution lists at a large software company and a design-oriented job market on Reddit. Seven participants work for an in-house design team either as a creative director (n = 3) or a user experience designer (n = 4) at a large company; the other three work as full-time freelancers in graphic design. All participants indicated that they receive design feedback regularly as part of their job and reported their age as within 21 to 40 years old. Four study sessions were conducted in person and six were conducted remotely through a video conferencing tool. Each study session lasted approximately 1 hour and the participants were compensated with a $50 gift card.

Procedure
We first conducted a semi-structured interview with each designer where they were asked to describe a recent experience for which they received feedback on a design project from more than one person. We asked the designer to describe how they incorporated that feedback in subsequent revisions (e.g., “How do you decide where to start?” and “How do you resolve contradictions between feedback providers?”). We also asked questions regarding how the designer learned to interpret feedback (e.g., “How has your method of feedback interpretation changed over time?”). Following the interview, each designer participated in a think-aloud feedback interpretation task. We provided the designer with an event marketing flyer (either for a charity concert or a marathon race, randomly assigned) and a document containing a set of feedback written for that flyer, all borrowed from a prior research study [44]. We asked the designers to demonstrate how they would annotate and organize the feedback to devise a revision plan for that flyer. For the charity flyer, the document contained two pieces of expert feedback from Upwork [2], while for the marathon flyer, the document contained seven pieces of novice feedback received from workers in a micro-task market [1]. This setup allowed us to observe if designers adopt different strategies when interpreting feedback written by different numbers of providers or providers with different expertise (though no such differences were observed).

---

1https://reddit.com/r/DesignJobs/
extracted keywords or a short summary. All of them categorized feedback into groups titled with labels. One designer explained how she structured feedback from multiple people:

“The way we have been organizing feedback is on a spreadsheet so that we can put the people that we’re communicating with on one column, and then the questions we’re asking in rows above so that you can go through each question and say, like, the majority of the people felt this way, and summarize things at the bottom, and so that’s been really useful.” [P3, F, UX Designer]

In feedback interpretation tasks, designers demonstrated how they would categorize and summarize the feedback they were given (Figure 2). The types of labels that designers used included the perceived sentiment of a piece of feedback, the topic or aspect of the design artifact that a piece of feedback related to, and the designer’s intended action for a piece of feedback. When categorizing by sentiment, designers stressed the importance of preserving the strength of a design while fixing issues, and included categories in their labeling schemes accordingly.

When categorizing by design topic, some designers used high-level terms (e.g., “easy fix”, “deep/conceptual issues”), while others used specific terms describing various aspects of the design (e.g., “copy issues”, “hierarchy”). For intended actions, designers marked the statements that they wanted to implement or discuss further with providers. They also highlighted the sentences they disagreed with (e.g., “defend”) or needed to think about it (e.g., “decide”).

Prioritize
Prioritize refers to the process of deciding what to do first; these decisions may be made based on various factors, including whether feedback aligns with the designer’s own opinion, whether there is strong agreement among stakeholders about an idea, the effort required to make a certain change, the authority of the person who wrote a piece of feedback, or the current status of the project. For example, even if a suggested change was an easy fix, designers reported treating that change with low priority if it was perceived as being less relevant for the current status of the project.

Summary of insights
From the formative study, we found that interpreting feedback involved several strategies. These strategies included identifying the valuable feedback, designing schema for categorizing feedback, and prioritizing which feedback to act on. We also found that, while employing these strategies, designers frequently referred to the perceived sentiment and the topic of feedback statements and the status of the provider who wrote the statements. For example, designers would identify critical issues by comparing negative and positive statements regarding a specific issue, categorize feedback by topic, and prioritize possible changes by considering who suggested what.

The strategies designers described were not necessarily performed in a strict order. For example, designers leveraged information about the status of a feedback provider to not just assign value to feedback written by that provider but to also determine its priority for implementation. In sum, we observed that experts created their own structure around free-form feedback in order to effectively perform their work. Despite this, experts reported this process as effortful and time-consuming.

DECIPHER
Based on the findings from our formative study, we designed and implemented an interactive tool called Decipher (Figure 1). The tool adds structure to a collection of feedback by visualizing how the feedback maps across providers (the provider of a piece of feedback), topics (categories and themes in the feedback), and sentiment (whether opinions in the feedback are positive or negative). We hypothesize that the representation and interaction in the tool will aid designers in identifying valuable feedback (e.g., by viewing the number of providers that made similar statements) and in prioritizing issues when formulating a revision plan (e.g., by capturing how they want to act on specific statements in the feedback).

In this section, we describe the visualization and interaction mechanisms that comprise Decipher. A design scenario will be used to contextualize the use of the tool.

Design Scenario
Imagine a graphic design student, Jun, who has created a prototype of a flyer to advertise a local charity event being organized by a student group at her university. Jun wants to revise the flyer based on feedback from different audiences.

She emails the flyer to her client (the members of the student group) to gain their perspectives as event organizers, and also posts the flyer to an online forum to gain perspectives from people who are potential attendees of the event. Jun receives four pieces of feedback from the student group and another four from the potential attendees, each containing a paragraph or two of text. Jun is initially uncertain in how to revise the design based on all of the feedback she receives because it
differs in topic, perspectives, and sentiment, and decides to use Decipher to aid her interpretation of the feedback.

Interpreting the feedback
Decipher visually structures a feedback set by topic and provider and surfaces sentiment patterns with respect to these two dimensions. Using this visualization, a designer can quickly form initial impressions about how the providers perceived the design (e.g., its strengths and weaknesses) without needing to read the content of the feedback directly.

A column in Decipher represents feedback received from one provider, while a row represents all the feedback related to one topic across all providers. A circle represents one or more units within a feedback made by a single provider in reference to a particular topic. Decipher defines a feedback unit as one or more sentences that describe a coherent thought. The color of a circle represents the sentiment of those units: pink indicates negative opinions, green represents positive ones, and blue is for neutral statements or suggestions. If a provider writes both negative (or positive) statements and neutral statements, the circle color will stay pink (or green). However, if a provider writes both positive and negative statements regarding a topic, the corresponding circle will be half-pink and half-green to reflect this tension. If a topic is not present in the provider’s feedback, the circle will be light-gray. Topic rows are ordered by the number of non-gray circles they contain, which indicates the popularity of a topic across feedback providers. The metadata used to produce the visualization is collected through a labelling process (see the Constructing Decipher Visualization subsection).

In our design scenario, Jun uses the visualization in Figure 1 to quickly identify the main strengths and weaknesses of the flyer. She expected that the flyer would only require minimal revisions given that she had carefully planned its design. However, Jun is surprised to see many providers expressed negative opinions related to the photograph featured in the flyer (Figure 1, Image row). Jun also notices that some providers expressed negative opinions regarding the information present on the flyer while others did not raise concerns about this topic (Figure 1, Information row). Finally, Jun notices that the providers in the first and second columns had nearly opposing opinions. To see if the differences of opinion are due to differences in perspective (i.e., design client vs. potential attendee), Jun hovers over the icons of these two providers to view their information. Jun is surprised to see that both providers are clients, and so mentally notes to schedule a meeting with them to confirm her revision plan before actually revising the flyer.

Focusing the interpretation
Decipher provides interactive mechanisms to help a designer to learn more about the high-level feedback patterns they observe.

Drilling into topics. To read the original text of the feedback written about a specific topic, the designer can click on the blue plus icon (Figure 3a-(a1)) to expand the topic row and hover over each circle in that row to display a pop-up window showing the feedback unit corresponding to that circle (Fig-
ure 3a-(a2)). If multiple units correspond to the same circle, Decipher displays all units in a list view. In this window, the designer can click “View Original” to read the units in the context of the original paragraph of feedback (Figure 3b). Here, the units corresponding to the circle of interest are highlighted with their sentiment color.

Organizing the feedback by provider. We saw in our formative study that understanding the background of feedback providers can be important for interpreting the feedback that they write. In Decipher, a designer can organize the columns in the visualization (provider) by attributes such as “perspective” or “expertise” (Figure 3c-(c1)) to place providers with similar backgrounds adjacent to each other. If no attribute is selected, Decipher orders providers by the time each provider submitted feedback, with earlier feedback appearing on the left.

In our design scenario, Jun wants to dig deeper into the negative comments she noticed regarding the photograph used in the flyer. She clicks on the blue plus icon (Figure 3a-(a1)) to expand the Image row and hovers over each non-gray circle to read the feedback sentences written by each provider for that topic. Since the visualization shows that there is mixed sentiment among providers with respect to Image, Jun organizes the providers by their perspective to explore whether that reveals further patterns in the feedback (Figure 3c-(c1)). Jun found that the event organizers liked her idea of posterizing the flyer photograph (Figure 1), whereas the potential attendees thought this made the flyer (and the event) look unappealing. Jun also notices another pattern she hadn’t noticed before: while almost all the potential attendees pointed out that the flyer never actually mentions that the event is for charity purposes, only one of the event organizers noticed that issue.

Capturing interpretations and retrieving them
Decipher enables a designer to capture their emergent interpretation of the feedback. For each feedback unit in the pop-up window, the designer can select any of four interpretation labels (Figure 3a-(a2)):

- **Fix**: used to identify suggestions that the designer agrees should be incorporated in a revision.
- **Keep in mind**: used to identify strengths that should be maintained in a revision or to identify statements that need additional research or reflection.
- **Needs clarification**: used to identify statements that require discussion with the provider who wrote it or with the client in light of the project goals.
- **Disagree**: used to identify suggestions that the designer believes are inconsistent with the project’s goals.

Designers can also combine the use of these labels (e.g., to mark a statement for which they currently disagree but want to seek clarification). These initial labels were informed by findings from the formative study on how expert designers annotated their intended actions for the feedback statements, and may be modified in future versions of Decipher as we learn how it aids the interpretation of design feedback.

Filtering feedback. A panel above the visualization allows a designer to filter feedback using keywords or interpretation labels. When one or more labels are selected, or when a keyword is entered in the search bar (Figure 3d), the visualization highlights the circles associated with feedback that matches the filter criteria.

Jun labels the feedback units regarding missing information about the charity event as “Fix” and labels the units that she felt best articulated the issue with the flyer photograph as “Needs clarification” (Figure 3a-(a2)). After capturing these and other interpretations of the feedback, Jun meets with the students organizing the event to discuss the feedback and present her plan for revising the flyer. Jun describes her plan while using the tool to filter for feedback statements labelled as “Fix” and “Needs clarification”. She then filters for suggestions labelled as “Disagree” while explaining her rationale for not incorporating these suggestions into the revision. In sum, Jun leverages the Decipher visualization to identify and prioritize issues in the flyer that are in most need of revision, utilizes the interpretation labels to capture her intended actions for specific feedback units, and uses both to discuss her revision plan with her client.

Constructing the Decipher visualization
A labelling process is necessary for generating the Decipher visualization. A designer imports a text file containing the pieces of feedback they receive into Decipher. The tool partitions the feedback into units and presents the designer with an interface for labelling each unit. The current implementation defines a unit as a sentence by default, though the designer can merge multiple related units into larger units during the labelling process. During this process, the designer labels the topic and sentiment for each unit. The interface includes pre-defined topics for the domain of graphic design (e.g., “Typography”, “Image”, “Concept”) and allows the designer to define additional topic labels. The sentiment of each unit can be labelled as positive, negative, and neutral. The designer can also input information about feedback providers such as perspective (e.g., client or external user) and expertise (e.g., novice or expert). This is a purely manual approach for labelling the feedback for use in Decipher. Future work could explore leveraging alternative interaction designs, crowdsourcing workflows, or machine learning techniques to ease the labelling process.

Implementation
Decipher is a Web application built using Javascript, JQuery, HTML/CSS, and the Python Django framework. A PostgreSQL database is used to store feedback content and user-provided labels (e.g., the topic categorizations, attributes of the feedback providers, and the designer’s interpretation labels). Nearly all of the tool’s features described in the paper have been fully implemented, while a few of the features described (e.g., grouping by providers) are still in-progress.

EVALUATION
We conducted a preliminary evaluation of Decipher to assess how the use of the tool affects how novices interpret design feedback written by multiple providers. We focus on novices in our initial evaluation because we feel this audience currently has the most to gain from tools for feedback interpretation.
We conducted a within-subjects study to control for variation (Table 1) and the associated feedback. The flyers were created. The flyers contained text, images, and color and required little domain knowledge to comprehend. Prior to viewing the feedback, participants rated the perceived quality of the flyers on a 7-point Likert scale. Paired t-tests showed no statistical difference between the perceived quality of the flyers (Charity=5.1 vs. Marathon=4.9, n.s.).

We recruited eight graphic designers from Upwork to write feedback for each flyer. Each designer had two or more years of professional design experience. We instructed the feedback providers to reference different design topics and discuss both strengths and weaknesses. The goal was to create a set of feedback that differed in focus and opinion. The total length of the feedback collected for each design was similar (around 1300 words). Study participants rated the perceived usefulness of the feedback sets on a 7-point Likert scale. A paired t-test showed no statistical difference between these ratings (Charity=6.2 vs. Marathon=5.8, n.s.), suggesting that the feedback was qualitatively similar between conditions.

### Tool Conditions

There were two tool conditions: Decipher and the baseline tool. For the Decipher condition, we recruited two domain experts to collaboratively label the topic and sentiment of the raw feedback prior to the experiment. These labels are necessary for generating the visualization in the tool. Participants were not required to label the feedback themselves because we wanted to isolate the effect of feedback representation from other aspects of the feedback interpretation process (such as reflection that may occur during the labelling process). Participants viewed a 3-minute demo video of the tool and asked any questions about the tool before the task began.

In the baseline condition, participants reviewed feedback in raw text form using Google Docs. Participants were informed that they could leverage any of the tool’s features such as highlighting, commenting, and editing the text to aid their interpretation tasks. The sentiment and topic labels collected for the Decipher condition were not provided in this condition.

### Procedure

Each participant completed two feedback interpretation tasks, each using a different flyer and study condition. Each task required the participant to review a flyer and the corresponding feedback, then answer questions regarding the feedback.

**Review a graphic design.** The participant was asked to imagine that they were helping a friend revise a flyer that was intended to be posted in a public place. We oriented the scenario around a design created by a fictional friend in order to reflect the fact that the participant was reviewing a design they did not create.

**Review a set of feedback.** After reviewing the flyer, we told the participants that their friend collected eight pieces of feedback from graphic designers. The participants were asked to review and summarize the feedback so their friend could later perform the revision without having to revisit the feedback. The participant was then instructed to review the feedback using the tool for their study condition for at least five minutes.

**Perform feedback interpretation.** Once the participant finished reviewing the feedback, they were asked to write responses to a set of focused questions based on common feedback interpretation goals (e.g., identify key issues/strengths in the design,

### Participants

Twenty participants (nine female) were recruited via email from two universities in the United States. None of the participants were in our formative study or had advance knowledge of the project. The participants rated their design expertise on a scale from 1 (novice) to 7 (expert). The average self-rated expertise was 2.3 (SD = 1.4), indicating that most participants perceived themselves as novices. All participants were between 18-34 years old.

### Task Materials

Participants were provided with two event marketing flyers (Table 1) and the associated feedback. The flyers were created by two novices who were not participants in the experiment. The flyers contained text, images, and color and required little domain knowledge to comprehend. Prior to viewing the flyers, participants were provided with a flyer design and a set of feedback written for each flyer and asked to interpret the feedback.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design 1</th>
<th>Design 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Flyer 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Flyer 2" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The flyer designs used in our user study: a Taylor Swift charity concert and a marathon race. Study participants were provided with a flyer design and a set of feedback written for each flyer and asked to interpret the feedback.
locate specific suggestions and find contradictory feedback). To prevent the participant from tailoring their review of the feedback to the questions seen in the first task, we created two variations of the question set and told the participant at the onset of the study that the questions were different for each task. The order of the question sets was randomized for each participant.

Answer a survey. At the end of each task, a survey was administered to understand how the participant perceived the provided feedback (e.g., feedback usefulness) and their experience of interpreting the feedback with the tool.

Finally, after both tasks, the participant completed an exit survey in which they compared Decipher and the baseline tool on a 7-point scale (1=baseline tool preferred, 7=Decipher preferred) across several criteria and wrote free-form responses to explain their ratings; a score above 4 (“Neutral”) would indicate a preference for Decipher. The lead researcher then interviewed the participants, asking them to demonstrate how they leveraged the features in each tool to interpret feedback and verbally describe their rationale.

During the study session, the experimenter was available only for resolving technical issues and did not aid the participant in the interpretation task. Each study session was recorded. The combination of the two tool conditions and the two design scenarios were counter-balanced across participants. Each study session lasted roughly 1.5 hours and participants were compensated with $20 via Paypal.

Data Analysis

Open-ended responses were analyzed using an inductive coding approach to develop themes [37]. We also measured the time each participant spent answering the questions about the feedback. In order to compare how well the novices were able to identify critical insights in a set of feedback, we recruited three experts in HCI who had experience teaching design courses to perform the same interpretation tasks using the baseline tool only (to better simulate how they normally interpret and organized feedback). One member of the research team then generated a list of key strengths and weaknesses for each flyer design based on expert responses. We then compared this list with each participant’s list of issues identified in feedback interpretation tasks. We opted not to measure feedback interpretation success by capturing and evaluating actual changes to a design because the main contribution of our work is to study behaviors around feedback interpretation. For the exit survey, we performed one-sample t-tests using the neutral rating (4) as the population mean.

RESULTS

All participants (N = 20) successfully completed the two feedback interpretation tasks using Decipher and the baseline tool. In the next subsections, we describe the results for each of the research questions. The quotes draw from both the exit survey and the post-interview, we use [I: interview; S: survey + Participant number] to indicate the source of each quote.

RQ1: Effect of representation on interpretation strategies

Participants reported that the topic categorization in Decipher made the feedback interpretation task less overwhelming compared to reading feedback in the baseline condition (n = 13). They attributed this to the ability of processing feedback in shorter and more focused segments, one aspect at a time:

“If you look at this [Decipher] and then take a look at this [the baseline tool], they’re technically the same thing; and the good thing about the tool [Decipher] is that for each feedback, you are just reading one or two sentences at a time. You won’t feel overwhelmed when looking at two sentences compared to a five, six sentence long paragraph.” [I1015, Charity (Decipher) + Marathon (baseline)]

The grid-based representation of feedback also provided a scaffold for our novice participants to process feedback by topic rather than by its written order, which resembled the behavior we observed from experts in the formative study. We noticed that all the participants followed the topics sequentially—they all started from the top row and browsed most of the feedback units in each row by hovering over circles.

In contrast, with the baseline tool, participants reported that reading and processing feedback required extra cognitive effort because feedback, even from a single provider, typically mentions multiple aspects of the design. To facilitate the interpretation process, eighteen participants categorized the feedback by highlighting or commenting statements that were important to them; however, many of them mentioned that their attention gradually dropped over time, with five participants stating that they skipped text in the document. One participant described how the lack of engagement, combined with the sense of being overwhelmed, negatively affected their ability to process and highlight feedback using the baseline tool.

“You can see how I was probably doing everything on top, and then as I go down […] I tend to lose focus since I’m reading a lot of paragraphs and stuff. You would still do them, but your organization might not be accurate.” [I1014, Marathon (Decipher) + Charity (baseline)]

In addition to the topic categorization, most participants (n = 14) reported that they used the color-coded sentiment to help them determine the importance of each topic:

“The tool (Decipher) helps me recognize the importance of each issue by seeing how many people pointed to the same issue. When 6 out of 8 people comment on the font issue, then it is pretty clear that the font has to be modified.” [S1040, Marathon (Decipher) + Charity (baseline)]

Using the baseline tool, although participants reported that they mentally used the same criteria for determining feedback importance, many of them expressed the difficulty of developing suitable topic labels for categorizing issues:

“After reviewing first two or three pieces of feedback, I started to see that people mentioned similar stuff […] I need to come up with tags to categorize the text, but it’s hard for me to generate those categories. That’s why I
did not highlight all the things even I think are important.”

[1017, Charity (baseline) + Marathon (Decipher)]

The sentiment visualization also provided context that better prepared our novice participants for processing contradictory feedback (n = 6):

“The feedback was nicely categorized by sentiment. It made it easier to read as my mindset is already expecting particular criticism or praise on the topic, it’s like I can be mentally prepared for the upcoming information.”

[S1026, Marathon (Decipher) + Charity (baseline);]

With the baseline tool, participants reported that it was harder to process such contradictions as the related pieces might be scattered around in the document.

Finally, Decipher acted as an interactive menu for exploring the feedback space. Participants mostly used the row labels (i.e., topics) to target feedback they were interested in or wanted to refer back to. With the baseline tool, they typically used keyword search (Ctrl+F) or scrolled the page.

**RQ2: Effect of representation on identified insights**

Decipher helped novices identify critical issues more effectively than the baseline tool when these issues were popular across the feedback providers. In our study, among the four critical issues (two per flyer) that were identified by the experts, three of them were mentioned by more than half of the feedback providers. We found that all but two Decipher participants were able to discover those three issues (e.g., “irrelevant borders” in the charity flyer and “the artificial effect made to the background photo” in the marathon flyer). In contrast, participants in the baseline condition missed those issues more often; for example, although five providers suggested “remove the irrelevant border” in the charity concert flyer, less than half of the baseline participants considered it as a critical issue.

Participants in the Decipher condition were also more sensitive to conflicting opinions than in the baseline condition, especially when the discrepancy between the amount of positive and negative feedback was large. For example, three providers liked the choice of the color palette used in the marathon flyer whereas one provider thought it was drab. While all the Decipher participants and the experts spotted the contradiction, less than half of baseline participants captured that.

However, Decipher participants were likely to miss critical issues that were not mentioned frequently by providers. For example, in the marathon flyer scenario, the experts reported that “missing charity vibe” was a critical issue present in feedback even though it was mentioned only by three out of eight providers. In this case, roughly half of the participants missed the issue regardless of the tool used.

**RQ3: Effect of representation on user perceptions**

According to survey responses, participants preferred Decipher over the baseline tool (M = 5.8, SD = 1.3; t(19) = 4.56, p < 0.001). In particular, participants reported that Decipher made it easier for them to identify critical issues (M = 5.7, SD = 1.3; t(19) = 8.0, p < 0.001) and locate specific feedback (M = 6.3, SD = 1.3; t(19) = 6.05, p < 0.001). In addition, most participants reported that Decipher helped them comprehend feedback as well or better than the baseline tool (M = 4.7, SD = 1.5; t(19) = 1.99, p = 0.03) while making them feel less overwhelmed due to the amount of feedback (M = 3.2, SD = 1.5; t(19) = -1.87, p = 0.038). All participants anticipated that Decipher would make it easier to discuss feedback with others (M = 6.2, SD = 0.9; t(19) = 9.18, p < 0.001).

Finally, Decipher did not seem to have a negative effect on participants’ engagement with feedback relative to the baseline tool. A paired t-test suggested that the participants spent a similar amount of time processing feedback in both conditions (Decipher= 21.7 minutes v.s baseline= 19.5 minutes, t(19) = -1.6, n.s.). On average, participants used 8.8 minutes (SD = 4.5) to review feedback in Decipher and 8.4 minutes (SD = 2.8) in the baseline tool, which was not significantly different between the conditions (t(19) = -0.4, n.s.). Similarly, the participants spent 12.9 minutes (SD = 6.6) in Decipher and 11.2 minutes (SD = 4.4) in the baseline tool to answer questions about the feedback in each design scenario (t(19) = -1.3, n.s.).

While these findings should be considered preliminary, we see encouraging evidence that 1) Decipher helped novices find the same issues experts identified in a collection of feedback, 2) Decipher participants paid attention to both strengths and weaknesses described in feedback, and 3) Decipher reduced the sense of being overwhelmed while processing a collection of feedback. On the other hand, we also see evidence that Decipher caused participants to miss issues when they were not commonly mentioned and explicitly emphasized by the visualization (for example, the “vibe” of the Charity poster).

**DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK**

Decipher leverages interactive visualization to aid feedback interpretation. Through a controlled study, we found that Decipher helped novice designers feel less overwhelmed, find patterns, and identify contradictions while processing a set of detailed text feedback from multiple providers. In this section, we discuss design implications for systems that support feedback interpretation and propose areas for future research.

In the comparative study, the feedback in the Decipher condition was pre-annotated to allow participants to focus on reviewing feedback in the visualization. In practice, designers would need to perform this step themselves. Future work is needed to test how effectively designers are able to perform this annotation task in the context of a complete feedback loop. However, we do not believe that the need for categorizing feedback necessarily diminishes the value of a tool like Decipher. We view this trade-off as analogous to how note taking, while requiring a student to take the notes, is known to have significant learning benefits [27, 26].

Future work can also explore how to reduce annotation effort through crowdsourcing and natural language processing techniques. For example, research has shown that online crowds can produce annotated data sets that are as accurate as those produced by experts given the proper schemas and guidance [41, 33]. Crowds can also coordinate to generate schemas to reflect emergent topics in design feedback or other domains [8, 3, 18]. Topic modelling techniques such as LDA [5] can gener-
ate topics based on the data, but may require a hybrid approach where the crowd (or user) names the algorithm-generated categories or an interactive approach where the user specifies the type of feedback they are interested in. This flexibility would help generalize the mechanisms implemented in Decipher to domains other than design, which each have their own set of terminology and language for feedback.

Our evaluation studied the use of Decipher in a controlled context where users performed a single round of feedback interpretation as part of standalone design tasks. However, in reality, designers typically receive multiple rounds of feedback on a project [36] and are often interested in gauging how their skills improve over time [34]. In future work, an interface for viewing and comparing multiple visualizations of feedback received on a project may make it possible to see how a project’s strengths and weaknesses have changed with iteration (at least, according to the feedback). This may also allow designer to see how their skills have evolved across several projects, enabling a deliberate reflective practice that is an essential aspect of gaining mastery in a domain [12].

Participants reported in the exit survey that visualizing feedback by topic reduced the sense of feeling overwhelmed because they could process feedback in focused segments. Along these lines, future work is needed to tease apart how specific features of Decipher support (or hinder) feedback interpretation. For example, one design choice we found contentious among study participants was the presentation of sentiment. Some participants liked sentiment as a primary element of the Decipher visualization because it allowed them to quickly realize the weaknesses and strengths of the design, but other participants found it discouraging to see the prominence of negative sentiment in the tool. In future work, rather than presenting feedback as generally positive or negative, orienting feedback around concrete concepts such as “changes to consider” or “successes to maintain” may better help novices mimic the way experts think about feedback.

Another open question is how the way feedback is presented could facilitate feedback exchange. It may be useful for feedback providers to see the same visualization of the feedback that the designers would see. Feedback providers could use Decipher as a map of feedback that has already been given or to compare the attitude of their feedback (as interpreted by the tool) with those of others and adjust the scope and content of their feedback accordingly. Prior work shows that individuals are more likely to contribute feedback online if they believe they can make a meaningful contribution [28]. The visualization could also act as a channel for designers to communicate their interpretation and intended actions of the feedback back to providers (e.g., through interpretation labels).

The current implementation of Decipher allows designers to label intended actions for feedback statements and filter the feedback based on these labels. Additional features could further aid generating a revision plan. For example, a designer could enter time estimates for the Fix labels and generate possible revision plans given different timelines. Future work is needed to test how a tool like Decipher could best assist designers when thinking about the next steps for their work.

While the design of Decipher was grounded in formative observations of expert practices, our comparative study primarily focused on how novices use Decipher to navigate feedback. Given that experts from our formative study commented that they find current practices of feedback interpretation tedious, we expect Decipher will make interpretation easier for experts as well. Comparing how novices and experts use a tool like Decipher also presents an exciting opportunity for future work.

In addition to addressing the issues already discussed, we see several directions for future work. One direction is to compare and contrast how users interpret feedback in different domains (e.g., for research proposals, course instruction, or job performance) to expand the strategies reported in this paper. A second direction is to expand the tool for use with large-scale feedback sets (e.g., the large volume of feedback that might be received from visitors to a Web page through a link placed on the page) and implement features to help with preparing an effective revision plan. Finally, future work is needed to test how designers might use Decipher at different project stages and for different kinds of creative work.

LIMITATIONS

One limitation of our work was that participants were provided with existing designs and feedback in the interpretation tasks. We imagine that the participants might react differently if they were interpreting feedback on their own designs. For instance, a designer might be more surprised by contradictory feedback or feel more discouraged by criticisms. Future work is needed to test how emotional responses might affect the interpretation of feedback and to learn how a tool like Decipher may influence the way people interpret feedback and plan the next steps for their own work. Another limitation was that the participants did not actually revise the design. Future work could monitor if and how the interpretation of feedback changes over the entire revision process; for example, a designer may de-prioritize an intended change after realizing that incorporating the change is more difficult than originally thought.

CONCLUSION

Creative feedback is difficult to write and even more difficult to understand, especially when it involves resolving contradictions across multiple perspectives, judging the credibility of suggestions, and prioritizing the multitude of issues that are raised. To better understand how to guide feedback interpretation, an under-supported component of the creative process, we conducted a formative study with ten design professionals and identified three strategies they use to interpreting feedback they receive from multiple sources: Identify, Categorize, and Prioritize. Based on these strategies, we then designed Decipher, a visualization tool to help novice designers interpret sets of feedback from multiple sources. Our work is a first step towards helping creators benefit more effectively from the suggestions, encouragement, and knowledge they receive from peers, mentors, and clients.
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